The smart halls is one of the deanship projects that aims to provide the technical and educational support, the Deanship sent e-forms to all colleges to feed them back about their needs so that the deanship will prepare the technical specifications for these electronic educational preparation to improve the traditional halls to become interactive halls in order to contribute in providing best level of educational knowledge by providing the following educational services:

- interactive blackboards.
- monitors.
- electronic platforms.
- Audio.
- Internet connection.

According to the latest international and technical specifications, which meets the needs of faculty members and students to move to the level of a high quality knowledge and outcome. This project is based on several transition stages according to the readiness of the infrastructure of the university.

The Deanship of e-learning and distance learning work to identify:

- The reality of the university buildings and colleges to assess their needs.
- The reality of some newly established universities and others.
- The reality of developments in the technology sector.

Implementation would be in several stages:
- processing educational (parental stage)

- Interactive white boards
- Monitors.
- Electronic platforms.
- Audio.
- Internet connection.

(100 white boards have been installed in the building of the university in Majma'ah, and more than 140 in different colleges.